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1. Облако слов к теме. Определить тему урока. 

 

2. Работа с лексическими единицами. Give a synonym 

 

1.Take your pick A) quick and effective 

2.loft B) send a message 

3.no matter C) making a high sound by blowing 

through one’s lips 

4.Air mail D) communicate 

5.awarded a medal E) cover for a bed made of wool or 

similar warm material 

6.blanket F) given a small metal disc for bravery 

7.convey G) Regardless of 

     8.signal H) letters sent by plane 

9.peak I) space at the top of a house 

10.efficient J) choose freely 

11.whistling K) top 

 



3. Choose the right answer: 

1. It took a few minutes to get the message (away, across). 

2. You have to (stock, convey) the message as fast as possible. 

3. The little baby was wrapped into a fluffy   puff, blanket). 

4. The pigeons always return to their (loft, lodge)               

5. There is a superstitious that if you (stock, whistle), you won’t have money. 

6. It can be a celebrity but it's impossible to (signal    identify) her in such an overcrowded 

place. 

4. Cross out the false statements: 

1. American Indians used whistling to get messages across. 

2. There are heroes awarded by a medal even among pigeons. 

3. The Indians set fires on the mountain peaks and hills. 

4. Nobody could identify words made by whistling in the Spanish island de La Gomera. 

5. The pigeons don’t return to their loft. 

5. Highlight the nouns: 

Message, messenger, instant, take your pick, get across, loft, stock, award, medal, 

blanket, puff, convey, signal, peak, efficient, whistle, identify 

 

6.Translate the words to solve the crossword: 

1         

2        

3          

4     

5      

6       

7          

8      

 

1. Опознать   2. Свистеть   3. Эффективный   4. Вершина   5. Сигнал   6. Передавать 

7. Посыльный   8. Медаль 

 

 


